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Comments to the author
The manuscript, “Development and assessment of non-linear and non-stationary seasonal rainfall
forecast models for the Sirba Watershed, West Africa”, by Gado Djibo et al. presents models for fore-
casting seasonal rainfall in Sirba Watershed. Improved accessibility of the methods could be valuable
for water resources management. Since the authors have rainfall data covering a period of ∼50 years
(1960-2008), they could expand their validation of the models with historical data (i.e., comparing
predicted vs observed - preferably a portion reserved and not used for developing the model) for
improved understanding of the usefulness of the models. I would suggest a revision of the work.
Below are some suggestions.
I would suggest that the authors compare the different models (e.g., their relative performances)
quantitatively in the manuscript (results and discussion section). Also, the authors should describe in
clearer terms how they evaluated the performance of each model and discuss the limitations of the
models.
Abstract: I would suggest deleting “countries” from the ﬁrst line and using the ofﬁcial names of the
countries, i.e., Republic of Niger and Burkina Faso.
Please provide reference(s) after statements apparently obtained from outside sources (e.g., line
16 - after “understood by climatologist”; line 18 - after “directly affects local populations”; and other
sections of themanuscript). You could alsomove some of the references to the end of statements, e.g.,
lines 41 to 43 (after climate system) and lines 43 to 46 (after months or weeks).
Introduction
Line 13: I would suggest including “e.g.,” before the references - e.g., Gianini. . . since you provided
two of several refs.
DOI of the original article:http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejrh.2015.05.001.
2214-5818/$ – see front matter
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejrh.2015.05.009
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Line 14: Please delete the apostrophe.
Line 15: Please write out “which’s” as “which is”. I would actually suggest revising the statement
for improved clarity.
Lines 27 and 28: I would suggest revising the statement for improved clarity, i.e., short (24hours)
and medium (6 months). . .
Line 52: Statistical models were (are?) quite popular. . .
Materials and Methods
Please provide references for your study area section, e.g., after km2 (line 71), 500mm (line 76),
and so on.
Lines 95 and 96: Please check your coordinates.
Lines 97 and others: The use of “respectively” can be improved. For example, Tables 1 and 2 present
the rainfall and atmospheric data, respectively.
Line 306: Please ﬁx the typo in “a models”’.
Line 315: “. . . always favorable”. Please bemore precise onwhat youmean by “favorable” - perhaps
in relatively quantitative terms. See Lines 355 and 356 for examples.
Lines 355 and 356: Similar to Line 315. For example, Bayes factor were favorable (i.e., values) for
model M1. . . and very low (values) for other models. . . I.e., provide a sense of what you consider low
or high for improved clarity.
Line 369: Please you might want to elaborate on the word “accurate”. Does this mean 100% error-
proof?
Figures
Figure 1: You might want to increase the font size of the text, especially the coordinates. I couldn’t
read them without zooming. This applies to other ﬁgures too.
For your list of ﬁgures, you listed Figure 3 twice. The ﬁrst should be Figure 2?
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